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CLASS OF 2001
You've managed to make a stellar law school from the
Paradise sandboxes and girls and boys bathrooms too
small to fit our backpacks! All the best and thank you for
the wonderful memories. - Ogonna M. Atamoh

next three years. I wish
you the very best in the
years to come. - Janet

I knew Boyd was not the traditional law school when,
at orientation, you transformed the well-known fear
inducing expression: "Look to your right, look to your left
- one of those people won't graduate with you" to: "Look
to your right, look to your left- and say hello." That
gesture epitomized your style and set the tone for my

Dean Morgan took an
idea and transformed it
into a reality, creating
a fantastic institution
that has exceeded all
expectations. Thank you

Be/cove-Sha/in
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influence professionally, and personally,
will stay with me, and I'm sure many of us,
throughout our careers. You've left your
mark on a generation of lawyers, and on
our legal community. I wish you the best in
all that you continue to do! - Jason Frierson

I am proud to have been a member of the
Charter Class of the William S. Boyd School
of Law. It has been amazing to watch the
school grow. One of the highlights of my
law school experience was taking 2nd
place in the National ABA Negotiation
Competition. It was an honor to represent
the provisionally accredited UNLV at the
competition and I will never forget your kind
remarks upon our return. Thank you for
making the law school what it is today and
good luck in your future endeavors. - Kara
B. Hendricks

The best story I can recall concerning
Dean Morgan (and his wife): One Sunday
I was headed into the library (at the old
elementary school) and noticed two older
individuals picking up leaves and pulling
weeds on the front lawn .... you guessed it,
it was the Morgans. Frankly, I was shocked

and we all laughed
about it. Now THAT is
dedication. Actually,
as I look back, it was
the personification of
Dean Morgan's selfless
attitude and outlook. He
will be sorely missed.
- David Kimball

All the best to you on
your well-deserved
retirement. Thank
you for getting the law
school off the ground
and providing an
opportunity for me to
attend law school and
fulfill my dreams of
working in the legal
profession. I enjoyed
working with you and
your administration
as a member of the
Student Bar Association.
Also, thank you
for your personal
encouragement and to
always keep trying. We
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were lucky to have you as our
founding dean! Thanks again.
- Steven McDonald

Thank you so much for bringing
a law school to our state. Nevada
has benefited greatly from your
work. Now that you are retired
you can finally grow back your
"long flowing blond hair." Best
wishes and thank you. - Katherine
Cameron Mills

I consider having been part of
the charter class of Boyd School
of Law as one of the most
challenging, but ultimately greatly
satisfying achievements of my life.
Since graduating in 2001, I have
thoroughly enjoyed the practice of
law and owe a great deal not only
to Dean Morgan, but to the entire
faculty who I had the pleasure of
learning the practice of law from.
I consider Dean Morgan to be
a person of high integrity, great
intelligence, and just a really nice
guy. I wish him the very best
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no matter where life may take him. - Becky
Pintar

I am grateful to be one of only a few
attorneys in the World that can honestly
state "I went to law school in Paradise."
Together, we few, under your wisdom and
guidance, forged an institution that will
endure for the ages. It is a long road and a
little wheel, and it takes a lot of turns to get
there. Thank you. - Kim D. Price

On behalf of myself, my father Herb Santos,
Sr., Esq., brothers with whom you have
worked with on State Bar activities, Herb
Santos Jr., Esq., and Joel Santos, Esq., and
the Santos family, I want to congratulate you
on your retirement and thank you for all the
help you have provided to me. I appreciate
you encouraging me to become a member
of the charter class at Boyd. It was a tough
decision being that Boyd was not accredited,
but I knew that with you at the wheel, it
would be successful. Also, thank you for
helping me deal with the UNLV loan office
when they made a major mistake on my
account, and for being a personal reference
on my behalf when I applied to become a

member of the Utah State Bar.
I will enioy the memories of seeing you
at Nevada State Bar conventions in San
Diego and San Francisco. They were "good
times." It always seemed like the chocolates
would "mysteriously" disappear when you
were around. And I know you recall the
lunch at the Top of The Mark restaurant at
the Mark Hopkins Hotel in San Francisco
where we had the best seafood ever. There
have been lots of good memories and lots of
"good times".

"The great leaders are like the best
conductors - they reach beyond
the notes to reach the magic in
the players." Thank you, Dean
Morgan, for reaching beyond the
notes and bringing out the best in
all of us in the Charter class.
-Jeani Wiethop

You have done a great iob at Boyd and
I wish you a happy retirement. - Cory A
Santos

Thank you for always caring. If not for your
pioneering efforts I would not have been
able to obtain the same high quality of legal
education. - Leon R. Symanski

You made my dream real. I wouldn't
trade in my original diploma for anything
- remember you autographed it for me.
Thank you. - Susan G Trautmann
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CLASS OF 2002

I remember Dean Morgan as a teacher. I took Business Organizations from
the Dean. During my four years as a night student, Dean Morgan was the only
professor who never deviated from his syllabus. I thought he was a great teacher
and I am glad I had the opportunity to take his course. I learned a lot that semester.
- David R. Aberman
Thank you for getting the School off to a great start, and thank you for finding
the time to teach Business Organizations, a class I thoroughly enjoyed. - Travis
Chandler

Thank you for your outstanding leadership and guidance. Your vision helped to
make the school what it is today and the great foundation will help sustain it in the
future. - Christal (Dixon) Ellis
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Thank you for all of your tireless
effort and determination in seeing
our law school off to a fantastic
start and for providing us with a
stable foundation from which we
students can reach for the stars
with the highest quality legal
education and which provides
a tremendous resource to our
community and to our state.
Thank you for building a law
school of which we can all be very
proud. -Anne M. Loraditch

Congratulations, Dean
Morgan, on a career of great
accomplishment. Best wishes for
a well-deserved retirement. - Joel
(Class of 2002), Sari (Class of
2003) and Eli (Class of 2030?)
Mann

and prosperous future. - Robert W. Potter

Thank you for making it possible for
people who had to work full-time to
attend law school. I'll always remember
your kind smile, sage words, and
countless sacrifices to make Boyd the
greatest law school ever. Its profound
greatness is a reflection of you. -Ange/a

M. White

Thank you, thank you, thank you! There
are not words to express how much you
have done for me -- and the William
S. Boyd School of Law. Enjoy your
retirement, and I wish you and yours all
the best. - Barbara Williams-Rollings

Dean Morgan is a man of vision,
a man of integrity, a man of
leadership, and a man that I owe
great thanks to for providing me
an exceptional education. I wish
him and Tina a happy, healthy,
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Thank you for everything you
have done for me. I will be
forever grateful to you and the
law school. - Pao/a Armeni
Androvandi

Thank you for your dedication
and hard work. You will forever
be remembered and appreciated.
- Laura N. Boezeman
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I appreciate all of the hard work and
dedication you provided in laying the
foundation for the Boyd School of Law. My
three years at the Boyd School of Law were
the best academic years of my life. This is in
large part due to the faculty and staff that
you brought to our school. Your legacy will
always be remembered through the students
that you have positively influenced over the
past ten years. I could go on and on, but I
think the best words for me to describe my
appreciation for your work at the Boyd

School of Law is "THANK YOU".
Enjoy your future.

- Sean K. Claggett

I wish you best in all your future
endeavors. I am grateful for being
a part of the William S. Boyd School
of Law Alumni. Cheers to you and
the tireless effort you have made
over the years for making Boyd the
outstanding institution that it is today
and will be tomorrow. You are all
heart. My sincerest gratitude to you
and yours for all the sacrifices that
you have made over the years!

- Courtney L. Dolan

Thank you Dean Morgan. You are a
class act. Be of good cheer.

- Kristine Jensen

Congratulations, Dean Morgan, on
a career of great accomplishment.
Best wishes for a well-deserved
retirement. - Joel (Class of 2002),
Sari (Class of 2003), and Eli (Class

of 2030?) Mann

When I completed orientation week I felt
completely unprepared and overwhelmed.
At the end of orientation the law school held
a reception for the new students and their
families. At the reception, Dean Morgan
approached me and family. The dean knew
exactly what to say to calm my fears. I was
fortunate enough to have several occasions
to interact with the dean. He was always a
man who put the concerns of others and
the school before himself. At the graduation
party when I was worried about taking
the bar and practicing as an attorney, the
dean again approached me and my family.
Again, he knew just what to say to make
me feel comfortable and confident in my
abilities. I remember my mother remarking
on how lucky I was to have had a dean that
cared that much about his students. We
really were very lucky to have had him as
our dean. Dean Morgan worked hard to
create an amazing school and its success
evidences his love for it and the students.

- Rena McDonald

When we were still in the Paradise school
across from the main campus, I always
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loved to hear Dean Morgan refer to Boyd
as the only law school in the country with
"Boys" and "Girls" bathrooms. Dean
Morgan, you've raised this school from
its infancy to become an institution with a
reputation that continues to grow throughout
the country. Thank you for your dedication
and leadership. Thank you for making the
Boyd School of Law a school I can proudly
proclaim as my alma mater! - Heather
Procter

You did a great job! You are the reason
every Boyd Law School graduate can
always be proud to be an alum. We know
your heart will always be with Your school.
GOOD LUCK AND THANKS! - Bernadette
S. Roldan

One of the greatest marks of a leader is the
ability to bring positive impact and change
in the lives of others. I am forever indebted
for your work and success in creating the
Boyd School of Law. The Boyd experience
fundamentally enhanced who I am, and has
positively impacted every area of my life. I
join the rest of the Boyd alumni in wishing
you only the best in your future endeavors. It
was an honor to participate
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in the educational enterprise that you
created. All of us will continue to
honor the legacy that you gifted us
with. Warmest regards, Eric Rothblum

Two things stand out in my law school
experience. First was Dean Morgan's
appreciation and respect for my
participation on the new law school
building committee. No matter how
busy he was he always listened to
me. And I know he was always busy.
The second was the joy and surprise I
felt when I found out I was to receive
the Dean's Award for Outstanding
Service. I contributed my time without
thought for reward but Dean Morgan
remembered me. His thoughtfulness
pulled me from my background status
in my class and gave me a moment
in the limelight in front of my peers.
My award sits on my desk as a daily
reminder of the honor and pride of
service. Thank you. - Rick Savage

CLASS OF 2004

Dean Morgan, you have been an integral part in
helping me to achieve my lifelong dream of becoming
an attorney. Thanks just doesn't seem sufficient. Your
presence will be sorely missed, and I wish you nothing
but happiness in the years to come. - Linda Marie
Norcross

We were lucky to have Dean Morgan bring his "big"
reputation, ideas, experience, and motivation to
our "little" law school. Thanks for making BSOL the
fine institution that it is, and for clearing the path to
educational growth and professional respect for its
students and alumni. We are forever indebted to you.
- Sonya K. Parrish-Baun
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CLASS OF 2006

Retirement is a time to look back with
satisfaction... to look ahead with
anticipation - Congratulations on
your retirement, it is well deserved!!!
Thank you for making Boyd School of
Law the outstanding law school it has
become!!! You will be missed!!!

have been a student during the heart of
the Dean Morgan era. He made it easy
to believe that dreams can come true,
not just for individuals, but for the law
school community. I wish the dean luck
and relaxation in the future. - Karen A.
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You are truly a founding asset to the
school, and have touched so many
lives in ways only dreams can imagine.
Thank you! - Jebbie Whiteside

- Sharon Haber

I recall watching a local television
interview of Dean Morgan prior to the
law school opening. From that point
forward, it was clear the school would
succeed. A few years later, when I was
attending the orientation sessions for
our class, I was equally impressed
and proud to be a part of this young
school. Throughout my four years as a
Boyd student, I found Dean Morgan to
be an anchor that secured the school's
reputation and future. I am gratified to
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